Zurich’s Legal and Regulatory Status
We want to reassure you about Zurich Insurance plc’s legal and
regulatory status as a result of the UK leaving the European Union (EU).
The changes don’t directly affect customers, we just need to tell you
about them.
Zurich Insurance plc is incorporated and registered in the Republic of Ireland and currently trades in the
UK using existing passporting arrangements under Freedom of Services. When the transition period ends
after 31 December 2020, these rules will no longer apply.
To help companies like Zurich who are based in the European Economic Area (EEA) and operate in the UK,
the UK Government has set up a temporary arrangement known as the ‘Temporary Permissions Regime’.
This allows insurers located in EEA countries to continue conducting business in the UK while seeking
authorisation from the PRA.
The legal bit…
Zurich Insurance plc is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and with deemed variation of permission. Subject to regulation by the
Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details of
the Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a limited
period while seeking full authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website.
Our FCA Firm Reference Number is 203093.
Helpful information…
You’ll find more about Zurich Insurance plc’s regulatory status on the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) company register.
The FCA website also has more information about how Brexit affects consumers at fca.org.uk/consumers/how-brexitcould-affect-you.
Why we’re giving this to you…
We’re required to disclose our regulatory and legal status, it’s usually found in the small print at the bottom of letters and the
back of documents. However, because of the time it takes to change them, we’re giving this information here while we make
the changes across our documents and systems.
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